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GREENWICH TOWNSHIP LAND USE BOARD      
REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

September 10, 2014 
 

The September 10, 2014 regular meeting of the Greenwich Township Land Use Board was called 
to order by the Board Secretary at 7:30 p.m.  It was announced that this was a public meeting of the 
Greenwich Township Land Use Board and that adequate notice of the meeting had been given in 
accordance with the Open Public Meetings Act and that a notice was published in the Express Times and 
the Star Ledger.  The notice and agenda for the meeting were posted on the bulleting board in the 
Township Administration Building, and notice was filed with the Township Clerk.   
 
FLAG SALUTE 
 
Members present:   Tom Bolger, Joseph Tauriello, Peter Grenyo, Bruce Williams, Dan Detore, Tim Gale, 
Steven Babula, Michael Black, Cathie Cullen  
Absent:  Elaine Emiliani (excused), Frank Winters (excused), Deborah Pasquarelli (excused), Helio 
Carvalho (excused) 
Also present:  Attorney Jon Drill, Engineer Michael Finelli, Planner Elizabeth McManus, Secretary 
Barbara Margolese  
 
MINUTES  
The Board decided to table voting on the minutes of August 13, 2014 Regular Meeting to the next 
meeting. 
 

RESOLUTIONS: 
 A.  Resolution No. 2014-08 – Effi Solar – Application No. 2011-13 – Block 15, Lot 2 & 2.01 – Extension   
       granted to permit time within which to obtain signatures on the site plan and subdivision plan and to  
       obtain Building g permits and Certificates of completion  
 
The Board reviewed the proposed resolution.  A motion was made by Mr. Grenyo, seconded by Mr. Gale 
to adopt the resolution as amended.  A roll call vote of those members eligible to vote was taken and the 
motion carried. 

 
Ayes:  Steve Babula, Peter Grenyo, Dan Detore, Tim Gale, Tom Bolger Nays:  None    Abstentions:  None 

 
DISCUSSION: 
   The Board had a brief discussion regarding the topic of electronic submission of documents to the 
Land Use Board for applications.  It was decided that Attorney Drill will speak with a colleague regarding 
how this type of submission is carried out in other municipalities and that Engineer Finelli can also review 
possible ways for applicants to submit documents to the Board. 

 
  Chairman Bolger mentioned that he believed there is grant money available that can be used for 

incorporating green building into our ordinance.  Planner McManus is to look into this and report back to 
the Board at the next meeting. 

 
OLD BUSINESS 
A.  AWTP- (PHILLIPSBURG-EASTON HYUNDAI) - Application No.  2014-03 - Block 39, Lot 4 & 
Block 40.01, Lot 1 - 164 Route 173 - B-2 Zone – Preliminary & Final Major Site Plan  
 
  It was announced that AWTP had asked not to be heard at this meeting and that the notice for 
their public hearing is carried to the October 8, 2014 without further notice. 
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 B.  DUNKIN’ DONUTS - Land Use Application 2014-05 – Block 12, Lots 2, 8 &9 - 719  

           Route 57 –Preliminary/Final Major Site Plan & Use Variance – Public Hearing 
 
 Mr. Bolger recused himself from hearing this application and left the meeting. Mr. Gale took over 
as the chairman.  Mayor Tauriello left the meeting as he was ineligible to vote on this matter because it 
involves a “D” variance.   
 
 The applicant’s attorney Glenn Williams reintroduced the proposed project to the Board.  Present 
for the applicant were Mr. Williams, Planner Chuck McGroarty, Engineer Jon Pettit, and Traffic Engineer 
Rob Hoffman.  Engineer Pettit addressed the possibility of closing the rear entrance to the site.  He noted 
that it could cause a problem with drainage if access to the street were restricted.  Mr. Williams stated that 
if the rear entrance is required for drainage it can be clocked-off and if a more permanent solution is 
agreed upon than landscaping can be installed and the macadam removed.  Mr. Pettit stated that 5 to 10 
feet of the driveway can be left to facilitate the drainage.  Engineer Finelli noted that a sidewalk could be 
installed for the drainage which could be used for pedestrian and bike traffic.  He said that he would 
recommend that the driveway be permanently be blocked off 50 feet deep and that the pavement be 
removed and replaced with topsoil and plantings.  He stated that impervious area for pedestrian and bike 
traffic can be installed and that the directing of stormwater in this area will have to be reviewed. 
 
 Traffic Engineer Rob Hoffman testified that the monument sign being proposed would require a 
variance for its size.  He stated that according to the guideline set by ASHTO (American Association of 
State Highway Transportation Officials), MUTCD (Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices), and ITE 
(Institute of Transportation Engineers), perception-reaction time used for signage relates to letter size on 
the sign and the distance and speed of the driver.  He referred to Sheet 3 of the submitted plans stating 
that the height of the letters in the word Dunkin’ is 1 foot 1 Inch and the Donut is also 1 foot 1 inch for a 
total letter height of 2 feet 2 inches.  Mr. Hoffman stated that using ASHTO standards, the size the letters 
should be 22 ¼ inches.  Mr. Hoffman stated that in accordance with the ASHTO table, for a street with a 
speed limit of 40 MPH the decision sight distance is 890 feet from the sign and that this is based upon the 
recognized standard of adding 10 MPH to the speed limit to determine the distance reaction time.  Mr. 
Hoffman stated that  according to the MUTCD, a letter on a sign should be 1 inch for every 40 feet of 
decision making time and with the distance of 890 feet and the speed of 40 MPH, the letter height of 22 ¼ 
is the result.  The total area of the sign being proposed had been reduced to 18 square feet (3 feet x 6 feet), 
which is the minimum necessary to fit the size letters required to be seen by drivers.  The brick being 
proposed for the sign is to match the existing brick on the building.  Planner McManus stated that she 
would rather have the base on the sign as this could be used for plantings.  
 
  Mr. Grenyo asked about the directional signs on the site which state “see you soon” and 
“welcome back”.  Attorney Williams noted that if the Board would like the text taken off the signs the 
applicant will do so and a variance would no longer be needed as that would convert these signs to 
directional signs which are permitted.  The sign variances needed were noted as freestanding Monument 
sign size,  second free standing sign, area of wall signs (107 square feet proposed 48 square feet allowed), 
and number of wall signs (3 where 1 is allowed per tenant).  The applicant’s planner Chuck McGroarty 
stated that the “C-2” variance is being requested for the wall sign as it is slightly above the allowable sign 
size.  The coffee cup sign size being proposed is to be 54 square feet in area. The applicant, Mr. Patel, 
stated that removing the coffee cup from the wall will not prevent this location from being used.   
  
 Planner McManus reviewed her memorandum dated 8-5-14.  She stated that the existing lot size 
requires relief.  She stated that the proposed landscape plan meets the intent of the ordinance but requires 
variances; however, she would like to see the three proposed deciduous trees near the dumpster changed 
to evergreen trees.  She stated that the proposed menu board is considered a second free standing sign and 
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will require a variance.  It was noted that the front façade signs are going to reduced to 48 square feet in 
area so a variance for the area of the wall signs will no longer be necessary.  Ms. McManus stated that 
this area is on Route 57 which is a scenic corridor and is in the village of Stewartsville.  She stated that 
the 2011 Land Use Plan states that the scenic character of this area is to be preserved and enhanced.  Ms. 
McManus said that the Dunkin’ Donuts use is supportive of the commercial uses permitted in the B-1 
Zoning district but that is separate from the issue of the drive through.  It was noted that a variance for the 
number of parking spaces is required as the applicant is proposing 19 spaces and 34 spaces are required.  
Traffic Engineer Hoffman stated that in the course of an hour 19 persons come in to the Dunkin’ Donuts 
at peak times and 45 vehicles going through the drive thru so the parking will be suitable.   
 
 Ms. McManus stated that street trees being proposed but that a variance is necessary from the 
ordinance requirement for a planted landscaping buffer and that no additional plantings are needed along 
Route 57 and that she is recommending that the variance regarding landscaping there be granted.  She 
recommended that an in-service noise test be performed to determine if the volume on the menu board in 
the drive-thru is acceptable.  She noted that significant improvements have been made to the architectural 
plans for the building, but pointed out that the architectural plans do not match the floor plans.  She stated 
that deliveries should be scheduled because of the possible conflict of the drive thru by-pass lane and the 
loading area.  She also recommended that bike racks be provided for the site.   
 
 The Board opened the hearing for public questions and comments.  Ms. Dori Howell, 110 
Hulzheizer Avenue was sworn-in.  She asked if a turn template had been applied to the plans for tractor 
trailers maneuvering the site.  Engineer Jon Pettit stated that the applicant has agreed to have a smaller 
truck make deliveries and no deliveries are to be made by a truck that is larger than a WB-40.  Ms. 
Howell asked that the percentage of impervious coverage for this site will be.  Mr. Pettit stated that the 
existing coverage is 51.7% for the lot on Route 57 and 43.9% on the Hulzheizer Avenue lot with the area 
on this lot being reduced once the driveway is removed.  Ms. Howell stated that she has safety concerns 
with approximately 365 vehicles going through this site per day.  She stated that there is a bus stop near 
this site and that their neighborhood has many children and the increase of thousands of cars per week 
going through their neighborhood will be detrimental.  Ms. Howell asked if the board members had had 
chance to do a site visit.  Mr. Grenyo, Ms. Cullen, Mr. Detore, Mr. Williams, Mr. Gale said that they had 
visited the site.  Ms. Howell asked if the septic system will be large enough to handle the Dunkin’ 
Donuts.  Mr. Finelli stated that Warren County Health Department will have to review this matter. 
 
 Ms. Howell submitted photographs which were entered into evidence as Exhibit “O-1” through 
“O-5” showing the site with her and her neighbors simulating cars parked on the site and queuing through 
the drive thru.  Mr. Paul Beam, 417 North Main Street was sworn-in.  He stated that he was in one of the 
vehicles queuing and they simulated a vehicle at the menu board and three initial cars in line and two 
vehicles coming into the rear driveway.  He stated that in their simulation traffic backed up onto Route 
57.  Mr. Beam said that this would be made worse if a tandem truck or a landscape truck with a trailer 
came to the site.  Attorney Drill stated signage may be necessary to prevent truck from entering the site.  
Mr. Beam said that the traffic flow will be more in the front of the site at this location than at the current 
Franklin Township site.  He said that he and neighbors believe the numbers provided by the applicant are 
incorrect.  Traffic Engineer Hoffman stated for the record that a landscape truck with a trailer would be 
able to make it through the drive thru.  Mr. Beam also noted that that this business will impact existing 
businesses in the area.  He stated that this is an old neighborhood with old infrastructure which would not 
be able to handle the traffic.  Mr. Beam noted that white pines should never have been planted on the site 
and that they should be removed and replaced with evergreen screening trees.  He stated that in five years 
these trees would have to go.  Ms. McManus said that additional under screening trees are proposed for 
this area of the site.  She said that she understands the concerns and that all invasive dead or dying trees 
will be cleared out and if the tree no longer serves its intended purpose it will be replaced.  Mr. Beam 
noted that the township zoning ordinance 3-2.4 pertaining to noise will be violated as a result of this 
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restaurant because vehicle traffic will disturb residents during early hours.  Attorney Drill noted that that 
the ordinance requirement applicable to the application was ordinance 16-19 which deals with 
performance standards and included noise regulations.   
 
 Mr. Jeff Howell, 100 Hulzheizer Avenue was sworn-in.  He asked about pass-by traffic coming to 
the site as opposed destination driven traffic.  Traffic Engineer Hoffman stated that the ITE uses 40% to 
determine trips to fast food establishments as pass-by traffic.  Mr. Hoffman stated that for a donut 
establishment it runs more like 50 to 90%.   Mr. Howell asked if the tax structure covers damage to 
infrastructure resulting from additional traffic.   
 
 Mr. Mark Pike, 504 Palmer Street was sworn-in.  He asked about queuing at the site noting that if 
a car parks in the first parking spot it will cause a problem when this person backs out.  Traffic Engineer 
Hoffman stated that he did not feel that it cause a problem.   
 
 Ms. Lisa Haller, 45 north Main Street was sworn-in.  She stated that the additional traffic will 
result in a safety hazard.  She said that a traffic study of the neighborhood should be done.  She stated that 
people tend to speed through her neighborhood.   
 
 Ms. Audrey Barbetti, 102 Hulzheizer Avenue was sworn-in.  She asked if a crash study was done 
for the driveway on Route 57.  Mr. Hoffman stated that a crash study had not been done.  Ms. Barbetti 
stated that when the site was a bank she had been hit by another car while she was leaving the site.  She 
said she wanted to let the board know how dangerous the site is.   
 
 Ms. Jane Pike, 504 Palmer Street was sworn-in.  Ms. Pike stated that pedestrian traffic from 
Dennis Auction twice a month going to this site should be considered.  Traffic Engineer Hoffman stated 
that he did not consider traffic off-site.  Ms. Pike noted that there are drainage problems off of Route 57 
that she is concerned about near this site. 
 
 Ms. Sabrina Parker, 503 Palmer Street was sworn-in.  She noted that the gap for pedestrians will 
result in problems that will require extra policing.  She noted that there will not be enough screening trees 
to screen car head lights.  She recommended that the Dunkin Donuts group spend time in their 
neighborhood. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Gale, seconded by Mr. Williams to close the hearing to public comment at 
11:00 p.m. A voice vote was taken and the motion carried. 
 
 Attorney Drill reviewed the Variances being requested which are as follows:  “D-1” Use 
Variances for the drive thru on Lot 2 and for the driveways and parking areas on Lots 8 & 9;   “C-1” bulk 
variances for lot size and impervious coverage;  “C-1” Variances for landscape buffering;  “C-2” 
Variances for size of free standing sign size; “C-2” Variance for menu board as a second free standing 
sign;  “C-2” Variances for two wall signs; and “C-2 Variances for the number of parking spaces.   
 
The Board took a straw poll of the feelings of the Board members regarding the varianceseach item of 
relief sought.   
 
Mr. Black, Mr. Williams, Mr. Babula, Mr. Detore, Mr. Grenyo and Ms. Cullen were opposed to granting 
the “D-1” use variances for the drive thru on Lot 2 and the driveways and parking areas on Lots 8 & 9; 
Mr. Gale was in favor.   
 
No one was opposedAll Board members were in favor of granting to the 2 bulk variances for undersized 
lot size and impervious coverage relating to Lots 8 & 9.  
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Mr. Gale, Mr. Black, Mr. Grenyo, Mr. Williams and Mr. Detore were in favor of granting of the variance 
for the number of parking spaces; Ms. Cullen and Mr. Babula were opposed to the granting of the 
variance for the number of parking spaces.   
 
Mr. Black, Mr. Williams, Mr. Babula, Mr. Detore, Mr. Grenyo and Ms. Cullen were opposed to the 
granting of a “C” variance for the second free standing sign (the menu board) because they were against 
granting the “D-1” Variances; Mr. Gale was in favor.   
 
Mr. Gale, Mr. Black, Mr. Williams, Mr. Grenyo and Ms. Cullen were in favor of granting the variance for 
the oversized free standing site identification sign.  Mr. Babula and, Mr. Detore were opposed to granting 
the variance for the oversized free standing sign.   
 
Mr. Gale, Mr. Black, Mr. Williams, Mr. Babula, Mr. Detore and Ms. Cullen were in favor of granting a 
variance for the two wall signs.  Mr. Grenyo was opposed to the variance for the two wall signs.   
 
No one opposed theAll Board members were in favor of granting of the “c” variance for the landscaping 
buffer.   
 
A straw poll of theAll Board members regarding were opposed to grantingthe approving of the site plan 
approval resulted in all members voting no because of the fact that the “D-1” variance for the drive thru 
use not being approvedwas going to be denied.  
 
While the denial of the “D-1” Variances, the “C” Variance for the second freestanding sign (the menu 
board) and Site Plan Approval rendered all of the remaining “C” variances moot, attorney Drill 
recommended and the Board agreed to vote on all of the variances to complete the record for the benefit 
of the applicant and any reviewing court in the event the applicant chooses to appeal the Board’s decision. 
 
 A motion was made by Mr. Gale, seconded by Mr. Williams to grant the “D-1” use variances to allow 
the drive thru on Lot 2 and the driveways and parking areas on Lots 8 & 9, subject to a number of 
conditions. Roll call vote:  Aye:  Mr. Gale.   Nays:  Black, Babula, Grenyo, Detore, Williams and Cullen.  
Abstain:  None 
The motion failed.  “D-1” Variances are denied. 
 
Mr. Detore left the meeting at 11:32 p.m. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Williams, seconded by Mr. Babula to grant the “C-2” Variance for lot area 
and maximum impervious coverage.  A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried but the relief is 
moot. 
Aye:  Gale, Black, Babula, Grenyo, Cullen, Williams    Nays:  None Abstain:  None.  Absent: Detore. 
 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Black, seconded by Mr. Williams to grant the “C-2” Variance for the number 
of parking spaces.  A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried but the relief is moot. 
Ayes:  Gale, Black, Babula, Grenyo, Williams.    Nays: Grenyo, Cullen.  Abstain:  None.  Absent: Detore. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Gale, seconded by Mr. Black to grant the C-2 variance for the free standing 
moment sign size at 18 sf but the relief is moot. A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried. 
Ayes:  Gale, Black, Grenyo, Cullen, Williams.    Nays: Babula Abstain:  None.  Absent: Detore. 
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A motion was made by Mr. Williams, seconded by Mr. Gale to grant the C-2 Variance to allow two wall 
signs where only one is permitted.  A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried but the relief is 
moot. 
Ayes:  Gale, Black, Cullen, Williams, Babula.    Nays: Grenyo Abstain:  None. Absent: Detore. 

 
A motion was made by Mr. Williams, seconded by Mr. Grenyo to grant the C-2 variances for the 
landscaping buffer. A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried but the relief is moot. 
Ayes:  Gale, Black, Cullen, Williams, Grenyo, Babula.    Nays: None.  Abstain:  None. Absent: Detore. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Gale, seconded by Mr. Black to deny approval of the preliminary and final 
site plan approval for the Dunkin’ Donuts application. A roll call vote was taken and the motion carried. 
Ayes:  Gale, Black, Cullen, Williams, Grenyo, Babula.    Nays: None.  Abstain:  None.  Absent: Detore. 
 
A motion was made to adjourn the meeting by Mr. Grenyo, seconded by Mr. Williams.   A voice vote 
was taken and all were in favor.  The meeting was adjourned at 11:40 p.m. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Barbara J. Margolese, Board Secretary 
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